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Abstract
Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is one of the most fatal malignancies due to the existence of blood-brain
barrier (BBB) and the di�culty to maintain an effective drug accumulation in deep GBM lesions. Here we
present a novel biomimetic nanogel system that can be precisely activated by near infrared (NIR)
irradiation to achieve facilitated BBB crossing and deep tumor penetration of drugs. Synthesized by
crosslinking pullulan and poly(deca-4,6-diynedioic acid) (PDDA) and loaded with temozolomide and
indocyanine green (ICG), the nanogels are inert to endogenous oxidative conditions but can be selectively
disintegrated by ICG-generated reactive oxygen species upon NIR irradiation. Camou�aging the nanogels
with apolipoprotein E (ApoE) peptide-decorated erythrocyte membrane further allows prolonged blood
circulation and active tumor targeting to secure su�cient tumor accumulation. The precisely controlled
NIR irradiation on tumor lesions excites ICG and concurrently activates the cumulated nanogels by
deforming the nanogels and triggering burst drug release for facilitated BBB permeation and in�ltration
into distal tumor cells. These NIR-activatable biomimetic nanogels showed a great potency in orthotopic
GBM-bearing mouse models that completely suppressed the tumor growth with signi�cantly extended
survival.

Background
Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most common primary tumor in the central nervous system,
accounting for about 40% of the total intracranial malignant tumor incidence1-2. According to the World
Health Organization classi�cation, GBM is of grade IV histological malignancy and the median survival
of glioblastoma patients is only about 12 months3-4. Although a variety of modalities, including surgery5,
radiotherapy6, chemotherapy7, and other emerging methods such as photodynamic therapy (PDT)8, have
been developed for GBM treatment, their performances are far below expectation with limited survival. In
particular, to approach effective drug concentrations in the GBM lesions, which is highly desired for
optimal therapeutic outcomes, suffers from extremely short blood circulation, limited blood-brain barrier
(BBB) penetration, and insu�cient tumor uptake9-11. E�cient delivery of intravenously administered
therapeutics across the BBB and other biological barriers into the tumor remains an insurmountable
challenge for GBM treatment.

Delivering therapeutics through engineered nanomaterials, or the so-called nanomedicines, has been
considered revolutionary strategies in overcoming a series of biological barriers for anticancer
treatment12-13, and also offers an opportunity to integrate multiple treatment modalities14-15. However, to
assert effective drug accumulation in GBM is still di�cult, mostly because of ine�cient drug
extravasation and penetration in brain tumors, as well as the failure of tumor-speci�c drug release16.
Although active ligands such as apolipoprotein E (ApoE) peptide can facilitate BBB crossing and tumor
uptake of nanomedicines through speci�c ligand-receptor interactions17-18, in�ltration from blood vessels
into GBM tumor tissue and to distal tumor cells remains largely ine�cient for bulk nanoparticles. In
addition, many nanocarriers responding to pH values, redox conditions, and tumor overexpressed
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enzymes have been developed for tumor-speci�c drug release19-23. However, these stimulations based on
tumor microenvironment (TME) are not readily applicable to nanomedicines in blood vessels. Even in the
tumor regions, the TME that bene�ts the desired drug release is usually 100-200 μm away from the tumor
blood vessel networks22, 24-25. Moreover, passive drug release based on TME stimulation can be misled
by non-tumor conditions similar to TME26-27. For instance, reactive oxygen species (ROS)-responsive
carriers represent a very promising category in nanomedicine, since most tumor tissues have shown
higher ROS levels than normal28-30. However, in�ammation or amyloid deposits in brain also induces high
endogenous ROS levels31-34, which can easily alter the designated drug release in GBM tumors and affect
the therapeutic outcomes. Precisely activatable drug delivery nanoplatforms are therefore highly desired
to warrant e�cient BBB penetration and tumor-speci�c release of therapeutic agents for successful GBM
treatment.

In this work, we have created a nanogel system by crosslinking pullulan and an oxidatively degradable
conjugated polymer poly(deca-4,6-diynedioic acid), or PDDA35. PDDA is inert to endogenous oxidative
conditions, but can completely degrade in the presence of ROS generated by photosensitizers upon light
irradiation36. Loading both indocyanine green (ICG), an FDA-approved near infrared (NIR) photosensitizer,
and temozolomide (TMZ), the �rst-line chemotherapeutic drug for GBM, into the nanogels yields
NGs@TMZ/ICG, which are then camou�aged with ApoE peptide-decorated erythrocyte membranes for
prolonged blood circulation and active tumor targeting. The enhanced stability of �nally formed
ARNGs@TMZ/ICG in physiological conditions allows them to cumulate e�ciently in GBM lesions after
intravenous administration. NIR light is then applied manually to activate ARNGs@TMZ/ICG when they
reach maximal accumulation in GBM lesions. ICG can generate ROS to deform the nanogels and trigger
the burst release of both TMZ and ICG for facilitated extravasation and deep tumor penetration. The
accumulated TMZ and ICG in deep GBM lesions hence boost the e�cacy of combined photodynamic-
chemotherapy to completely alleviate orthotopic GBM tumors in mouse models, demonstrating that this
NIR-activatable biomimetic nanogel system holds great potential as a clinical solution for brain tumor
treatment. 

Results
Synthesis and NIR-induced disintegration of NGs@TMZ/ICG. The NGs@TMZ/ICG are readily fabricated
via two steps, the crosslinking between PDDA and pullulan and the co-loading of TMZ and ICG. As
schematically illustrated in Fig. 2a, when 808 nm NIR irradiation is applied to NGs@TMZ/ICG, ICG
generates ROS to completely degrade PDDA into succinic acid, a biocompatible small molecule that
naturally occurs in organisms. The nanogels are therefore disintegrated to release TMZ and ICG
accordingly. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurement showed that all prepared nanoparticles,
including NGs@TMZ/ICG, single agent loaded nanogels NGs@TMZ and NGs@ICG, and blank nanogels
containing no drug, showed similar hydrodynamic sizes of around 170 nm (Fig. 2b) and slightly negative
surface charges (Fig. 2c). The transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of NGs@TMZ/ICG
displayed their sphere morphologies with less than 200 nm in diameter. After NIR irradiation, the
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nanoparticles exhibited apparent disintegration with decreased sizes and indistinct shapes
(“NGs@TMZ/ICG + L” in Fig. 2d). The DLS measurement con�rmed that the particle size of the nanogels
decreased signi�cantly after irradiation (Fig. 2e), further verifying the NIR-induced disintegration of
NGs@TMZ/ICG.

To examine the degradation of PDDA, we loaded another classic photosensitizer Rose Bengal (RB) into
the nanogels, and exposed them to 520 nm irradiation. With the increase of irradiation time, the color of
the nanogels faded gradually, leaving only the color of RB (Fig. 2f). More interestingly, the �uorescence of
RB in the nanogels was very weak at the beginning, due to the quench by PDDA through �uorescence
resonance energy transfer. However, the �uorescence of RB boosted after the nanogels were exposed to
the irradiation (bottom pictures, Fig. 2f), evidencing that the conjugated backbone of PDDA had been
broken by the light irradiation (Supplementary Fig. 1). The chemical structural change of PDDA in NIR-
induced disintegration of NGs@TMZ/ICG was further evaluated using Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 2g). The
pristine NGs@TMZ/ICG exhibited two strong Raman peaks corresponding to the C=C bond (1522 cm-1)
and C≡C bond (2120 cm-1) of PDDA backbone. Upon NIR irradiation, these two peaks decreased
gradually yet synchronously (Fig. 2h), indicating the simultaneous cleavage of C=C and C≡C bonds in
PDDA backbone during the decomposition. Collectively, we have successfully fabricated PDDA-based
nanogels, and the ROS generated by photosensitizers upon NIR irradiation can decompose PDDA
e�ciently, hence allowing for the laser-controlled disintegration of the nanogels.

Preparation and NIR-induced deformation of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG. The prepared NGs@TMZ/ICG was then
camou�aged with the ApoE peptide-decorated erythrocyte membranes (AR) by mechanical sonication to
obtain the �nal biomimetic nanogels (ARNGs@TMZ/ICG). These biomimetic nanogels were deformable
upon NIR irradiation (Fig. 3a). The AR-coated nanogels, including ARNGs@TMZ/ICG and the single drug
loaded ARNGs@TMZ and ARNGs@ICG, had an average size of around 190 nm (Fig. 3b), slightly larger
than the corresponding non-coated nanogels. In addition, their surface charges became more negative,
evidencing the successful camou�aging by the membranes (Fig. 3c). We next examined whether NIR
irradiation could induce the deformation of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG for the desired drug release. We studied
the morphologies of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG before and after NIR irradiation using TEM imaging. The pristine
nanogels were spherical with clearly visible erythrocyte membranes (Fig. 3d). However, after the 808 nm
laser irradiation, although their erythrocyte membranes were preserved, the particles were deformed with
irregular shapes (Fig. 3e). Interestingly, DLS measurement (Fig. 3f) demonstrated that the particle size of
ARNGs@TMZ/ICG increased signi�cantly after the irradiation. The Young’s moduli of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG,
measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM), signi�cantly reduced after the NIR irradiation, further
evidencing the light-induced deformation of these nanogels (Fig. 3g). The nanogels wrapped inside the
erythrocyte membranes were disintegrated upon NIR irradiation, making the ARNGs much softer and
looser than before the irradiation. Accordingly, the in vitro release of TMZ and ICG from
ARNGs@TMZ/ICG both increased signi�cantly upon 808 nm laser irradiation (Fig. 3h, 3i), evidencing that
the NIR irradiation promoted the drug release from the nanogels (Supplementary Fig. 2). 
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BBB penetration, tumor uptake, and cytotoxicity. To evaluate the BBB permeability of the biomimetic
nanogels, we �rst set up an in vitro trans-well model by seeding a monolayer of endothelial cell bEnd.3 to
mimic the BBB. TMZ was not included in this study to avoid possible toxicity to endothelial cells. The
trans-endothelial electrical resistance (TEER) value of the monolayer bEnd.3 remained >200 Ω cm2

throughout the study, con�rming the integrity of the endothelial cell monolayer37-38. The cumulative
transport ratio of ARNGs@ICG was signi�cantly higher than that of RNGs@ICG, the nanogels coated by
erythrocyte membranes but without ApoE peptide decoration (Fig. 4a). The enhanced BBB permeability
through ApoE peptide functionalization was resulted from their high binding a�nity with low density
lipoprotein (LDL) receptors that were overexpressed in bEnd.3 cells39-40. Notably, NIR irradiation did not
affect the transport of ARNGs across the mimic BBB layer (Supplementary Fig. 3). 

We next assessed the cellular uptake of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG in U87MG human GBM cells. From confocal
laser scanning microscope (CLSM) images, stronger red �uorescence was seen in cells treated with
ARNGs@TMZ/ICG than those treated with RNGs@TMZ/ICG or mixed solution of TMZ and ICG (“Free
TMZ/ICG”), indicating their e�cient cellular uptake on basis of the receptor-mediated endocytosis (Fig.
4b). Intriguingly, the ICG �uorescence in cells treated with ARNGs@TMZ/ICG increased signi�cantly after
being exposed to 808 nm laser irradiation (“ARNGs@TMZ/ICG + L”). Since the �uorescence of ICG was
quenched inside the nanogels, the boosted ICG �uorescence unambiguously evidenced that the NIR
irradiation facilitated the release of ICG from the nanogels. Flow cytometry analysis further quanti�ed the
cellular uptake of various particles (Fig. 4c). Upon NIR irradiation, the ICG �uorescence of cell treated with
ARNGs@TMZ/ICG was 1.5-fold higher than without NIR irradiation, and 2.8-fold higher than that of cells
treated with RNGs@TMZ/ICG. We further evaluated the tumor uptake of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG using a 3D
U87MG tumor spheroid model, and found that ICG �uorescence could be detected in the center of the
tumor spheroids upon NIR irradiation. As a comparison, considerably weaker �uorescence was observed
for the treatment without irradiation (Fig. 4d), indicating that NIR irradiation promoted the deep
penetration of ICG to distal tumor cells. 

The ability of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG to generate ROS upon 808 nm light irradiation was examined using
U87MG cells stained with 2,7-dichlorodihydro�uorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA). As shown in Fig. 4e, when
exposed to NIR irradiation, the cells treated with ARNGs@TMZ/ICG manifested stronger green
�uorescence than those treated with RNGs@TMZ/ICG or free mixture of TMZ/ICG, indicating an e�cient
ROS production. The 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay showed
that ARNGs@TMZ/ICG upon NIR irradiation (ARNGs@TMZ/ICG + L) resulted in more e�cient tumor cell
inhibition than the monotherapies (ARNGs@TMZ and ARNGs@ICG + L, Fig. 4f), evidencing that NIR had
activated ARNGs@TMZ/ICG for a synergy of combined photodynamic and chemotherapy on GBM. The
propidium iodide (PI) and Annexin V co-staining analysis further con�rmed that ARNGs@TMZ/ICG + L
triggered cell apoptosis e�ciently (Fig. 4g). Collectively, NIR irradiation effectively activated
ARNGs@TMZ/ICG through enhanced BBB penetration, tumor uptake, and cytotoxicity, which were
essential for the subsequent in vivo alleviation of GBM.
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Pharmacokinetics, in vivo BBB penetration, and biodistribution. The pharmacokinetics of intravenously
injected nanogels was examined by measuring the plasma concentrations of TMZ and ICG in tumor-free
mice. The elimination half-life of TMZ (t1/2, α) was 7.6 h and 7.2 h for ARNGs@TMZ/ICG and
RNGs@TMZ/ICG respectively, signi�cantly longer than that of NGs@TMZ/ICG (2.3 h) (Fig. 5a). It should
be noted that both ARNGs@TMZ/ICG and RNGs@TMZ/ICG maintained a high TMZ concentration for a
period of up to 48 h, demonstrating that camou�aging with erythrocyte membrane could remarkably
increase the circulation time of nanogels, which was important for su�cient drug accumulation in the
tumor sites. The pharmacokinetic pro�le of ICG was similar to that of TMZ (Fig. 5b). As expected, the
mixed solution of TMZ and ICG (Free TMZ/ICG) were rapidly excreted from the body with a short half-life
of less than 5 min, consistent with previous reports41-42. 

We next evaluated the ability of different nanogels to traverse BBB in vivo, following a single tail vein
injection in the orthotopic luciferase expressed U87MG (U87MG-Luc) tumor-bearing mouse model. 808
nm laser irradiation was applied on the tumor site at 4 h post injection, and the ICG �uorescence was
monitored using an in vivo imaging system. As shown in Fig. 5c, the �uorescence of ICG quickly
increased in brain within 2 h for mice treated with ARNGs@TMZ/ICG, either with or without NIR
irradiation. The ICG �uorescence co-localized very well with the tumor bioluminescence, implying
excellent targeting e�ciency of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG. More strikingly, the ICG �uorescence increased
remarkably upon NIR irradiation (ARNGs@TMZ/ICG + L) and maintained at a high level for up to 24 h,
implying that the NIR irradiation triggered the burst drug release in tumor lesions. In contrast, both non-
targeting RNGs@TMZ/ICG and uncoated NGs@TMZ/ICG displayed much weaker ICG �uorescence in
brain, regardless NIR irradiation, suggesting their limited BBB penetration and tumor accumulation. 

The biodistribution of TMZ and ICG delivered via various nanogels was examined by ex vivo images of
the major organs taken from the mice receiving different treatments (Fig. 5d). The mouse treated with
ARNGs@TMZ/ICG showed obviously stronger ICG �uorescence in brain than the mice treated with other
nanogels, and NIR irradiation could induce even higher ICG �uorescence (ARNGs@TMZ/ICG + L). The
exceptional BBB penetration as well as tumor accumulation of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG were mainly attributed
to the receptor-mediated transcytosis, in that LDL receptor family was overexpressed by both endothelial
cells of BBB (Supplementary Fig. 4) and U87MG brain tumor cells, which had a strong binding a�nity
with ApoE peptide (Fig. 5e). In addition, the CLSM images of tumor tissue slides presented enhanced ICG
�uorescence at locations that were more distal from the tumor boundary for ARNGs@TMZ/ICG with NIR
irradiation than without NIR irradiation (Fig. 5f). Interestingly, the total amounts of TMZ and ICG in brain
at 8 h post treatment, combining released and unreleased drugs in the nanogels, were similar between
mice treated with ARNGs@TMZ/ICG + L and ARNGs@TMZ/ICG (Fig. 5g, 5h). However, the ICG
�uorescence in mice treated with ARNGs@TMZ/ICG boosted upon NIR irradiation (ARNGs@TMZ/ICG + L,
Fig. 5c, 5d), implying that the enhanced ICG release from the nanogels as well as the distal tumor drug
transfer occurred after the nanogels had been accumulated in tumor site.

Complete suppression of orthotopic U87MG tumors in mice. To evaluate the anti-tumor effect of NIR-
activatable ARNGs@TMZ/ICG, we administered various nanogels into orthotopic U87MG-luc bearing
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mice via tail vein injection on Day 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 after the tumor implantations (Fig. 6a). The
treatment of orthotopic brain tumor was preliminarily evaluated based on the intensity of tumor
bioluminescence. As shown in Fig. 6b, the tumor bioluminescence in the brains of mice treated with
ARNGs@TMZ/ICG and NIR irradiation (ARNGs@TMZ/ICG + L) remained almost unchanged, exhibiting
supreme tumor suppression by this treatment. As a comparison, the mice receiving monotherapy
ARNGs@TMZ or ARNGs@ICG + L displayed less e�cient anti-tumor effect, and PBS treatments could
hardly restrain tumor proliferation with or without laser irradiation. The quantitative analysis of the
bioluminescence intensity further veri�ed the complete inhibition of GBM growth by NIR-activated
ARNGs@TMZ/ICG (Fig. 6c), whereas the anti-tumor activity of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG was signi�cantly
compromised without NIR activation. Notably, there was no obvious body weight loss for mice treated
with NIR-activated ARNGs@TMZ/ICG, demonstrating that the treatment had few side effects to mice (Fig.
6d). In contrast, dramatic body weight reduction was observed for mice treated with PBS, mainly due to
the tumor-associated brain dysfunctions. Strikingly, the median survival time of the mice treated with NIR-
activated ARNGs@TMZ/ICG was 69 days, which was remarkably longer than those of the mice treated
with inactivated ARNGs@TMZ/ICG (43 days), ARNGs@TMZ (34 days), or ARNGs@ICG with NIR
irradiation (38 days) (Fig. 6e). The histological analysis of the whole brain using hematoxylin-eosin (H&E)
staining showed that NIR-activated ARNGs@TMZ/ICG resulted in minimized tumor size in brain,
consistent with the lowest tumor bioluminescence intensity by this treatment (Fig. 6f). Terminal
deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick-end labeling (TUNEL) analysis (Fig. 6g) showed that NIR-
activated ARNGs@TMZ/ICG induced the highest levels of apoptosis (caspase 3) and nucleus damage
(γH2AX) in tumor cells, and the cell proliferation signal (Ki67) was also the weakest among all the groups
(Supplementary Fig. 5). Additionally, NIR-activated ARNGs@TMZ/ICG exhibited negligible side effects to
the major normal tissues including heart, liver, spleen, lung, and kidney (Supplementary Fig. 6),
demonstrating their good biocompatibility. 

Biocompatibility evaluation of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG. We further assessed the biosafety of the NIR-
activatable biomimetic nanogels using blood routine and blood biochemistry analysis. ARNGs@TMZ/ICG
were intravenously administrated into healthy mice, and the blood was collected and detected on Day 0,
2, 4, 7 and 14 post injection, respectively. ARNGs@TMZ/ICG showed negligible impact on the blood
parameters including white blood cell (WBC), red blood cell (RBC), hemoglobin (HGB) and alkaline
phosphatase (ALP) (Fig. 7a-d). The blood urea, creatinine (CREA) and carbonic anhydrase (UA) level also
exhibit no signi�cant change during the 2 weeks after ARNGs@TMZ/ICG administration (Supplementary
Fig. 7). In sharp contrast, the values of alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and aspartate aminotransferase
(AST) of the mice treated by mixed solution of TMZ and ICG (Free TMZ/ICG) were signi�cantly higher
than those treated by PBS on Day 2 and 4 (Fig. 7e, 7f), implying that the free drugs caused hepatotoxicity.
Pro-in�ammatory cytokines such as IL-1β, IL-6 and TNF-α were assessed in liver and kidney (Fig. 7g-l),
which demonstrated no signi�cant difference between PBS, Free TMZ/ICG, and ARNGs@TMZ/ICG
treatment groups after two weeks. However, the Free TMZ/ICG group showed signi�cantly increased pro-
in�ammatory cytokines on Day 2. Collectively, the biocompatibility evaluation pointed out that
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encapsulating TMZ and ICG in our NIR-activatable biomimetic nanogels could effectively reduce the
systemic adverse effects of the drugs.

Discussion
To maintain an effective drug concentration in deep tumor lesions remains an unsurmountable challenge
in GBM treatment. In the efforts described above, we have developed a NIR-activatable biomimetic
nanogel system ARNGs@TMZ/ICG that realizes the deep penetration of TMZ and ICG to distal GBM
tumor cells across BBB and other biological barriers. In our design, we highlight the precise activation of
ARNGs@TMZ/ICG by ICG-generated ROS upon NIR irradiation. Compared with other ROS-responsive drug
delivery systems, the PDDA-based nanogels are inert to endogenous oxidative conditions, which is
important to enhance their stability in the circulation system and avoid possible drug leakage in non-
tumor microenvironments. The decoration with ApoE-peptide functionalized erythrocyte membrane
further extends the circulation time, improves tumor accumulation, and facilitates the BBB penetration of
the nanogels. After the nanogels reach effective tumor accumulation, which can be traced by ICG
�uorescence, NIR irradiation is manually applied on tumor lesions. ICG then generates ROS to deform the
nanogels, triggering burst localized drug release and deep penetration of the drugs to distal tumor cells.
Therefore, this activation process is especially favorable to maintain a high concentration of TMZ and
ICG in deep GBM lesions. Consequently, the focal synergistic NIR PDT and chemotherapy resulted in
complete orthotopic GBM tumor inhibition and signi�cantly improved survival rate, with excellent
biocompatibility and minimal side effects. The PDDA-based NIR-activatable nanogels not only offer
translational advantages as a potential therapeutic platform against malignant GBM, but also pave a
new way to engineer precisely controllable therapies to treat a variety of diseases based on active
response towards physiological signals.
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Figure 1

Schematic illustration of NIR-activatable biomimetic nanogels ARNGs@TMZ/ICG enabling deep tumor
penetration and accumulation of TMZ and ICG for orthotopic GBM treatment.
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Figure 2

Preparation and NIR-induced disintegration of NGs@TMZ/ICG. a, Schematic illustration of the synthesis
of the nanogels and their NIR-induced disintegration. b, c, Size distribution (b) and zeta potential (c) of the
corresponding nanoparticles measured by DLS. d, TEM images of the NGs@TMZ/ICG before and after
NIR irradiation (808 nm, 0.5 W cm-2, 5 min). e, Particle sizes of NGs@TMZ/ICG before and after NIR
irradiation (808 nm, 0.5 W cm-2, 5 min) measured by DLS. f, Photographs and the �orescence images (FL)
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of the RB-containing nanogels upon light irradiation for different time (520 nm, 5 mW cm-2). g, Raman
spectra of NGs@TMZ/ICG after exposure to NIR irradiation for different time (808 nm, 0.5 W cm-2). h,
Change in the normalized Raman intensity of C=C bonds (1520 cm-1) and C≡C bonds (2120 cm-1) as a
function of sunlight irradiation time.

Figure 3

Preparation of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG and NIR-induced deformation. a, Schematic illustration of
camou�aging ARNGs@TMZ/ICG by ApoE peptide-decorated erythrocyte membranes and NIR-induced
deformation of the nanogels. b, c, Size distribution (b) and zeta potential (c) of various nanoparticles
measured by DLS. d, e, TEM images of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG before (d) and after (e) NIR irradiation (808 nm,
0.5 W cm-2, 5 min). f, Particle size distribution of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG with and without NIR irradiation (808
nm, 0.5 W cm-2, 5 min). g, Young’s modulus of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG after receiving different time of NIR
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irradiation (808 nm, 0.5 W cm-2) measured by AFM (n = 3). h, i, In vitro release pro�le of TMZ (h) and ICG
(i) from ARNGs@TMZ/ICG in pH 7.4 phosphate buffer at 37 °C, with and without NIR irradiation (808 nm,
0.5 W cm-2). Data are presented as mean ± SD (one-way ANOVA and Tukey's multiple comparison test;
**p<0.01).

Figure 4
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In vitro BBB penetration, cellular and tumor uptake, and cytotoxicity of biomimetic nanogels. a,
Cumulative transport ratio of ARNGs@ICG and RNGs@ICG across of the in vitro BBB trans-well model at
different time (n = 3). b, CLSM images of U87MG cells receiving various treatments and stained by
�uorescein 5-isothiocyanate (FITC) and 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI). Scale bar:
20 μm. c, Flow cytometry analysis of U87MG cells receiving various treatments. d, Uptake of
ARNGs@TMZ/ICG by U87MG multicellular spheroids after 4 h of incubation with and without NIR
irradiation. Z-stack imaging was progressed from the bottom into the core of the spheroids at an interval
of 10 µm. Scale bar: 200 μm; Top right: Schematic diagram of the 3D spherical U87MG model; Bottom
right: Quanti�cation of the relative ICG mean �uorescence intensity (MFI, n = 3). e, CLSM images of
DCFH-DA-stained U87MG cells after incubating with various nanogels for 4 h upon NIR irradiation. Scale
bar: 100 μm. f, Cell viability of U87MG cells by MTT assay at 24 h after receiving various treatments (n =
5). g, Apoptosis analysis of U87MG cells by �ow cytometry at 18 h after receiving various treatments and
stained by PI and Annexin V. For all studies, incubation time with treatment agents: 4 h; NIR: 808 nm, 0.5
W cm-2, 5 min; ICG conc0 entration: 10 µg mL-1; TMZ concentration: 10 µg mL-1; Data are presented as
mean ± SD (one-way ANOVA and Tukey's multiple comparison test; *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001).
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Figure 5

Pharmacokinetics, in vivo BBB penetration, and biodistribution of NIR-activatable ARNGs@TMZ/ICG. a, b,
Pharmacokinetics of TMZ (a) and ICG (b) from ARNGs@TMZ/ICG in healthy BALB/c mice, TMZ and ICG
levels were determined by HPLC and �uorescence spectroscopy, respectively, and expressed as injected
dose per gram (%ID g−1). c, The IVIS images of the tumor-bearing mice taken at different time after
receiving various treatments. d, ICG �uorescence images of the major organs (heart, liver, spleen, lung,
kidney and brain) taken from the tumor bearing mice at 8 h after receiving various treatments shown in c.
e, Schematic illustration of the uptake of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG by speci�cally targeting to LDL receptors
overexpressed on both BBB endothelial cells and brain tumor cells. f, Fluorescence images of tumor
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tissue slides from the mice treated with ARNGs@TMZ/ICG and ARNGs@TMZ/ICG + L. The tumor slices
were taken from the mice at 8 h post injection. The green �uorescence referred to CD31-labeled tumor
blood vessels. g, h, Quanti�cation of TMZ (g) and ICG (h) accumulation in different organs from the
tumor bearing mice at 8 h after receiving different treatments. In studies of Fig. 3c-3h, orthotopic U87MG-
Luc tumor bearing mice were used, and all agents were intravenously administered. The dosage was 10
mg kg-1 for both TMZ and ICG. NIR irradiation (808 nm, 1 W cm-2, 5 min) was applied at 4 h post
injection. Data are presented as mean ± SD (one-way ANOVA and Tukey multiple comparisons tests, *p <
0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, n.s. represents no signi�cance).
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Figure 6

Anti-tumor e�cacy of NIR-activatable ARNGs@TMZ/ICG against orthotopic GBM. a, Schematic
illustration of the timeline of the anti-tumor e�cacy studies on orthotopic GBM bearing mice. U87MG-Luc
cells were orthotopically inoculated into the brains of 6-8 weeks nude mice. On Day 10 after the tumor
inoculation, mice with a similar bioluminescence intensity were selected and randomized into 7 groups (n
= 5). Various formulations were intravenously injected at a dose of 10 mg TMZ equiv. kg-1 and 10 mg ICG
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equiv. kg-1 on Day 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18 post tumor implantation. b, In vivo bioluminescence images of
orthotopic GBM in live mice receiving different treatments. c, Quanti�ed tumor bioluminescence levels of
orthotopic GBM in each group. d, Body-weight changes in mice. e, Kaplan-Meier analysis of the mice. f,
H&E-staining images of the orthotopic brain tumor tissues excised from the mice in each group. g,
TUNEL-staining images of the orthotopic brain tumor tissues excised from the mice in each group. Scale
bars: 100 μm. Data are presented as mean ± SD (one-way ANOVA and Tukey multiple comparisons tests,
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).  
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Figure 7

Biocompatibility evaluation of NIR-activatable ARNGs@TMZ/ICG. a-c, Cytotoxicity and in vivo
biocompatibility assessment of ARNGs@TMZ/ICG. (a) White blood cell (WBC), (b) red blood cell (RBC)
and (c) hemoglobin (HGB) levels in blood samples were assessed after a single dose tail vein injection. d-
f, Blood chemistry examinations. Plasma (d) alkaline phosphatase (ALP), (e) alanine aminotransferase
(ALT) and (f) aspartate aminotransferase (AST) levels after a single dose tail vein injection. g-l,
Expression of sentinel proin�ammatory cytokines TNF-α, Il-1β and Il-6 in liver (g-i) and kidney (j-l)
assessed on Day 2 and 14 after a single dose tail vein injection. Data are presented as mean ± SD (n = 4,
one-way ANOVA and Tukey multiple comparisons tests, *p < 0.05).
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